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28th May 1998 Theo Todman
EDITORIAL

New Members

As usual, we start off by welcoming new members to the SIG. We have a
goodly number this time round, partly because of the delay in the
appearance of Commensal 92. Still, it is heartening to see so many new
joiners - we must (collectively) be doing something right. So .... welcome to :-

•  Vivienne Bering
•  Anthony Bray
•  Mr. S. Clarke
•  Graham Dare
•  Colin Eyre
•  Jo French
•  Michael Hawkes

•  John Heymer
•  Mr. B. Jones
•  Alan Lee
•  Mr. G. O’Dubhtaigh
•  Bernard O’Leary
•  Mr. H. Rajani
•  David Shenfield

Mensa at Braziers

It was good to meet a couple of PDGers at last ! Roger Farnworth, Leslie
Haddow & I met with some 13 other Mensans & associates to discuss
Learning from Life - The Acquisition of Knowledge v. The Pursuit Of Wisdom.
The papers presented were, maybe, a bit informal (even) by PDG standards,
but it was still good to get together to talk about serious issues. The Braziers
College setting seems ideal for possible PDG conventions. The three of us
discussed this possibility at some length, and a proposal / questionnaire
appears at the end of this issue of Commensal.

The next Mensa at Braziers conference is being organised by Leslie Haddow
and runs from 25th to 27th September 1998. The subject is Crime and
Punishment, so please be thinking about whether you would like to attend.
You can book now direct with Braziers, at the address given in C91.

I have in mind that the first “official” PDG gathering should take place in May
1999 (exact dates to be advised). As people tend not to respond to general
adverts (where were you all this time round !) I will obviously have to
undertake some personal solicitation on the matter - so prepare to be
pestered ! Any of you that feel miffed at not being pestered, please pester
me ! But, more of that later !

Oxford University Summer Schools for Adults

As reported last time (and forgive me the repetition here), please note this
programme of courses. While they do not require attendees to have any prior
qualifications, they are serious affairs, with lots of pre-course reading and an
essay to produce before you get there. You also have the benefit of
individual tutorials. The courses last a full week and cost £540 full board if
you want a single room (£390 for a twin; £295 non-residential but including
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lunch & dinner). There are several philosophy courses. Those with places
free as of the end of April are :-

27/7 - 1/8 Plato
1/8 - 8/8 Hume’s Philosophy of Knowledge and Human Nature
1/8 - 8/8 Political Ideas
15/8 - 22/8 Moral Dilemmas

You can get more information (including course synopses & preparatory
instructions) from :-

Anna Sandham, OUDCE, 1 Wellington Square, Oxford OX1 2JA.
Tel : 01865-270396; Fax: 01865-270309

Email: anna.sandham@conted.ox.ac.uk

PDG member Malcolm Burn will be attending the course on Hume (and also
one on Shakespeare 15-22 August : glutton for punishment, he !).  I think it
rather less likely that I will be attending this year.

PDG & PhySIG

My second SIG seems to be taking off a bit now. We managed to string it out
to 24 pages in the 3rd Newsletter, so my fears of a still-birth seem to have
been groundless. I’m sure some of you out there would be interested in
joining, so why don’t you ? The hot news is that Anthony Owens has just
signed up, so let this be a stimulus to the rest of you with interests along
these lines. We’re discussing such issues as time travel & the existence of
the future, and the foundations of Quantum Mechanics & General Relativity
(with the usual batch of heretical theories). Much to get philosophical teeth
into !

Commensal on the Web

As you will see from the conversations later in this issue, objections to putting
Commensal on the WWW can be made, but not, I believe, sustained. I have
as yet to received any sort of guidance from the SIGs Officer, Mike Carley,
(this is not a complaint - I’m sure he’s as busy as I am !). There are also
alternatives - as Rick Street suggests, eg. initiating a parallel rapid-fire
venture, with a summary appearing in Commensal bi-monthly. My view on
these things is that not all possibilities - bad or, I might add, good - can be
foreseen at the commencement of any venture & it’s best just to get on and
do it. However, as there seems to be a lack of enthusiasm on the part of
these with the capacity to take part, with the exception of a late vote of
confidence from new joiner John Heymer, and since I’m excessively busy, I’ll
leave this one on the back burner for the time being.
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PDG Mentors

No progress on this front either. The only feedback I got to the passage in
C91’s editorial was a less than positive response from one of our more
energetic contributors ! To my mind, this showed a lack of appreciation of the
situation, so I’ve decided to excise that passage from his contribution & deal
with the matter outside Commensal. I don’t believe this is the first step on the
slippery slope of censorship, by the way, so no complaints please !

That said, I’ve been dilatory in progressing things with Professor Hanfling and
hope to make amends shortly.

Rat Faced Little Losers

While I’m dropping names, I’d like to raise the philosophical point about co-
incidences. I cannot remember Professor Anthony O’Hear being in the news
before, but as soon as we mention him in these pages he gets embroiled in a
controversy over the nation’s response to the Princes Di phenomenon &
appears all over the papers, on the radio, and all that ! I’ve got a summary of
all this in The Week (another, slightly disappointing, periodical that I subscribe
to). The title of this paragraph stems, it is said, from a kindly epithet appearing
in The Mirror - yet another reason for not reading that paper. It is good to read
a philosophical response to a philosophical position.

Focus of the SIG

I hope you’ll forgive me for including a long article on the Dead Sea Scrolls in
this issue. There was space (and no whining, you “paying” members, about
being charged the extra 4p). This is not really covering a philosophical issue,
though I imagine we will be able to draw philosophical issues out of it - such
as how do we know things about the past, how do we judge rival
reconstructions and what are the respective roles of experts and amateur
theorists ? Please let me know what you think, both on such issues, and on
maintaining a tight philosophical focus. Much of what we discuss isn’t
philosophy in any case, but we have to watch out for casually
metamorphosing into a “general interest” group.

Commensal Periodicity and Commensal 93

The opinion on Monthly Newsletters I’ve received so far (ie. from Rick Street)
indicates a preference for the status quo. I discussed the matter with Roger
Farnworth and Leslie Haddow at Braziers. Roger was strongly in favour of
retaining bi-monthly issues, to provide time for reflection, while Leslie was
equally strongly in favour of monthly newsletters, to provide more pace - he’d
prefer more frequent, but shorter, newsletters. I must say that the majority of
those who write in do so fairly soon after Commensal hits their doormats, so I
expect we would have enough material for monthly newsletters. However, I
suspect this would just lead to twice as much work for me. So, selfishly, I’d
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prefer to leave things as they are for the time being. I rely on a “fallow” month
to get PhiSIGma out for PhySIG. So, bi-monthly we remain !

That said, if we are to recover our schedule (more or less maintained over
the last 18 months) the closing date for submissions to the July 1998 edition
of Commensal (C93) is 22nd June 1998. Hence, we’re effectively “monthly”
for a month. We’ll see how this works out.

Staying in Touch

Please don’t forget that if you are a paying member and your balance falls
below 60p you will stop receiving the newsletter after one reminder.
Welcome back to Albert Dean in this respect !

Best wishes,

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

19th March 1998 Mark Griffin
COMMENSAL ON THE WEB

Hi Theo,

Thanks for the latest; will mine now be the first reply ?

I'd just like to make a few observations on 'Commensal on the Web' (C91/5).
One of the first SIGs to explore this back in the days when I was SIGs Officer
was Sensitive SIG. I'd like to summarise some of the points I made to them
and others at the time for you to choose whichever you think fit our own
situation.

The nature of a SIG newsletter, in many cases, is like a private conversation
between friends. Sometimes trusted friends. In the case of Sensitive SIG and
a few others, many contributions are made by people who are writing about
deeply private and personal matters and sharing them in a closed group.
Abuses they have suffered by parents or partners, for example. They would
be aghast at the idea that their innermost thoughts could be published on the
World Wide Web for the whole world to read. Even putting certain
newsletters on open display at AGMs was taboo and I'd keep such 'under the
counter' for members who were genuine enquirers about the SIG.

Many members of Mensa are anxious not to reveal the fact of their
membership, and that concern should be considered too.

Some feel intimidated about writing to their SIG newsletter because they are
nervous about their views and opinions being scrutinised and commented
upon by others and then being made to look foolish. (I must say it hasn't put
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me off!) They might be doubly concerned, then, to think that their writings will
be published to the world.

Others may feel quite strongly that the views of some of their fellow members
should on no account be published to the world on account of them
potentially bringing Mensa into ridicule or disrepute. (Well, that could open
up a whole can of worms!)

Some people, as you have observed, strongly object on principle.

There are practical considerations too, about people contributing through
one medium and not the other and the long-term risk of the SIG splitting into
a newsletter-based SIG and a web-based SIG.

There are a number of work-rounds for each of the above, such as not
including names, addresses or any identification with the contributions,
although that then makes a mockery of any disclaimer that the views
expressed are those on the contributor and not Mensa.

You could also have a password-protected site that only members of the SIG
are allowed to access.

But I think the bottom line is why have the newsletter on the web? If it is to
promote the SIG, fine, create some material specifically to promote the SIG.
It may indeed make a better newsletter in that all references could be hot-
linked - but who is going to do all that work? And if you don't make use of the
features of html, why have two versions?

So I think those are some of the questions that ought to be answered before
getting too carried away. To what extent do any contributors to this SIG feel
that their contributions are private and should not be made public? Will
anyone be deterred from contributing in future? Who is actually going to do
the necessary work?

I hope that is a helpful overview. I dare say there are other points I have
forgotten in my haste to be first in   :-)

Mark Griffin

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mark :  Well - yes, you're the first in this time ! The advantage of email !

You do, of course, make a lot of valid points, though I think you only give half the story, the
down-side. Whether there is an up-side is, I suppose, up to me and anyone else who thinks
there is one to demonstrate.
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I'll respond more fully over the weekend, but my first thoughts are that your objections are
very much more cogent with respect to Sensitive SIG than to PDG. It seems a really bizarre
idea to put their newsletter on the Web (not that I know anything about the SIG, but it sounds
as though it deals with highly personal matters).

PDG is about as impersonal as a SIG can be. OK there is an element of camaraderie &
banter, but the intention of philosophy is that arguments are impersonal. It doesn't matter who
makes them. People do like to know who said what, because it provides the background that
might make obscure passages clearer - ie. if it's known what other views a person holds, it's
easier to interpret ambiguous passages. However, we shouldn't agree with or disagree with a
position purely on the basis of who argues the case, except in so far as they argue cogently
or otherwise.

In ISPE, one ISPEnet contributor does so under a "handle" - I think this is quite commonplace
on the Web. This doesn't worry me - over time a picture is built up & it doesn't matter who the
person "really" is.

SO, we would have identifiers against people - they could be their own names, or otherwise
noms de plume; but, no addresses, mine excepted (as in Commensal). I'll make the possibility
of noms de plume a suggestion for Commensal even for the paper edition.

You concentrated a lot on the timid types. Clearly they have to be respected. I would allow an
opt-out clause. Most of the people who do contribute, though, don't appear to be that shy &
would probably be delighted at the thought of extra publicity.

I'd like to think that our discussions have some value - not, as I've said, in advancing the
frontiers of philosophy, but to those who take part in them. Putting them on the Web would
advertise this to more people (of the sort who might want to take part). Sure, to do so they'd
have to join Mensa & the SIG.

As for who'd do the work - well, I would ! I've already done C89, 90 & part of 91, inclusive of
HTML links. True, it's a bit of a slog, but worth it I think.

Theo  (by email, 19th March 1998)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mark Griffin to Theo Todman (20th March 1998) : <re half the story>. True
enough. On the plus side of having the SIG on the web, as distinct from
having the newsletter on the web, is that we could use 'newsgroups' as a
medium which would be far superior to the newsletter format. Discussions
would be automatically threaded, you can chose which threads to follow or
give up on, you can see at a glance who is contributing, you can snip your
responses and make them absolutely specific, you can take a thread off at a
tangent without irritating others who want to keep on with that thread
because you simply modify the subject header. Eee, there's lots that can be
said for having the SIG on the web. There is less for having the newsletter on
the web, however. But either way, it is inevitable that the SIG will effectively
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split in two. You and I can have an interactive discussion on a topic that the
rest of the SIG is only going to see once a quarter. Not very interactive for
them, is it?

<re Sensitive SIG on the Web>. Well quite. Very often something is done
because someone thinks it is a good idea and doesn't stop to think of the
consequences. They get carried away with enthusiasm to use new
technology just for the sake of it.

<re timid types>. Well even with the newsgroups, the overwhelming majority
of people reading them are 'lurkers' who never contribute. That's a pattern
that I saw reflected in SIGs too. What percentage of your members do you
think contribute to Commensal? 5 to 10 percent would be a very high
proportion by SIG standards in my experience.

<contributors like publicity>. And that, as I was intimating, might alarm some
people!

Mark Griffin

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mark :  Well, I’m the editor, so I can have the last word !

I have my misgivings about newsgroups. They are excellent for brainstorming and for having
one’s say. They are, though, bad for philosophy. So are face-to-face discussions; maybe even
worse ! Philosophy requires care, reflection and a degree of rigour. All these things are absent
from newsgroups. Long posts are frowned upon, because who has the time to read dozens of
these a day, so shallowness is encouraged. This ties in with the frequency of newsletter issue -
the more frequent the newsletter, the less time there is to think about what you’re going to say
(not, in practise, that this makes any difference - many PDGers respond within days, in any
case). So, maybe newsgroups are good for fertilising new ideas, but bad for following them up.
Still, as a supplement, they may be a good thing. I certainly thoroughly enjoy the one in ISPE,
and have made a good few friends that way.

With respect to “lurkers” - we do seem to have a highly active membership. Almost 30% of
PDG members have had something appearing in Commensal at one time or another. We still
want to hear from the other 70%, of course ! While we’re discussing statistics, I’ve also just
written to my 100th correspondent on PDG matters. Sadly, not all of these have joined (though
60% of enquirers have) !

Theo

28th March 1998 John Stubbings
ART

Dear Theo,

Recap .....  Art's purpose is communication.
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Any creative/destructive act any creature does with the intention of
communicating with any creature including itself is art.

In reply to your comments on art and its purpose C91, p14. "A phone call is
communication, but isn't necessarily art".

My definition of art makes no reference to quality.  This is a separate issue.
It's just an attempt to explain what art is.  I'll open up the discussion to include
quality and perhaps you'll see where I'm coming from.

I suspect there would be a great deal of agreement between most of us about
the quality of various conventional works of art, but art isn't restricted to what
is subjectively considered to be good by the majority. Neither is it restricted to
painting, writing, sculpture etc.

Many conventional works of art are about ways of communicating that are
considered unacceptable or acceptable only in certain circumstances by most
of us.  War, physical and mental torture, for instance.  Using my definition
war, physical and mental torture are artistic mediums too, and this is the bullet
you have to bite.  I'm not trying to upset anyone.  I'm just trying to point out
that the perverted, the sadistic and the insane can make art too and they can
choose mediums offensive to the moral majority.  Art isn't just the uplifting
and edifying, as we're led to believe.  Art has its darker side.  You might not
like it, but art reflects life as someone once said.

There is a lot of stuck up sticky beekiness about what art is or isn't.  There are
at least as many views of the universe and everything as there are people on
the planet.  People express themselves according to their views and in
mediums of their choice.  Why should the scientist or engineer
communicating via the language of science and technology be considered of
less artistic merit than the Latin poet.  People can choose to communicate in
ways their personal aptitudes or present level of skills do not favour.  The
scientist who's a crap painter for example.  I would not say his/her paintings
were not art, just crap.  Likewise, the success or otherwise of communication
is irrelevant, indeed even if a work of art fails to communicate anything to
anybody or communicates completely the wrong message, if the artist
intended to communicate it's art.

Art can be poor, boring, mundane, functional or whatever and this brings me
to your testing comment "a phone call is communication, but isn't necessarily
art".  I hope you now understand what I'm saying.  My definition attempts to
explain what art is, not what great art is.  How do you classify which phone-
calls, paintings, writings are or aren't art?  Any attempt is surely just going to
be a subjective view of the quality of the art.

Now to the purpose of art.  Try turning the argument around.  What's the
artist's intention when he/she/it creates a work of art?  What's the artist
doing?  What is the point of the artist creating a piece of art?
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What is great art?  Well you won't get a definition out of me on this one, but a
debate might be interesting so I'll set the ball rolling.

Great art depends on the creation of an original idea.  A cover of an original
soundtrack can sound better than the original.  A mechanical device can be
improved.  The style of one painter can be used by another, but great art is
only made by the original artist.

Arguably all art is plagiarist to some extent, so what are the criteria that make
it great?

John Stubbings

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

John : My feeling here is that you are using Humpty-Dumpty words. There’s glory for you. To
define art as any communication may well allow you to include phone-calls within art’s orbit,
but at the loss of precision and a debasing of the term. It’s not just a question of quality. Most
people making phone-calls don’t consider themselves as indulging in artistry - and in case you
think this is another case of people speaking prose all their lives without knowing it, I suspect
artists, other than maybe Oscar Wilde, wouldn’t claim that a phone call of theirs was art (even
bad art).

Take your examples of scientists as artists. A scientist is trying to communicate in a scientific
paper. Is the scientific paper thereby art ? Where, thereby, is the difference between the arts
and the sciences ? A scientist may use art in the delivery of his message, but this is then the
medium rather than the message itself.

We need a definition of art as commonly understood, to act as a point of focus.

I don’t think great originality is essential in an artist. Take J S Bach for instance. His best tunes
are often filched from hymns, dances or what have you, as was common practice. Similarly,
the baroque style wasn’t invented by Bach. What makes his art great is that his technique is
the peak of what could be achieved. Thereafter, baroque music had nowhere else to go.

Incidentally - has anyone been to see “Art” at Wyndham’s Theatre ? It’s really worth the effort
if you have the chance. While it’s centred around a group of three friends’ various evaluations
of an “all white” painting, it’s more to do with friendship than art, in my view.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

26th March 1998 Michael Nisbet

THE PHILOSOPHY OF HUMOUR
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Well you asked for it (C91, p17) so, passing over Dave Botting's remarks
(C91, p11) which seem to me to demonstrate nothing so much as his ability
to misconstrue what I'm saying (possibly quite understandably as I'm sure I
say it quite badly) I shall take up your invitation to delve into - or rather (in the
case of this present contribution) to scratch ineffectually at the surface of - the
philosophy of humour.

Occasionally I glance at the contact ads. in the local press, where I find that
one of the most frequently used abbreviations that people use to squeeze
themselves into twenty words or less, is 'GSOH' : "good sense of humour".
Now it strikes me that anyone who asserts that they have a sense of humour
is actually quite likely to have little or none.  Humour generally seems to me to
be paradoxical in some way.  Thus it is potentially far more humorous to
assert that one has absolutely no sense of humour whatsoever, than to say
that one has a GSOH.

Anyone familiar with the work of Henri Bergson must correct me, but I seem
to recall something about how, in his view, humour involves the conjunction of
the organic and the mechanical.  The example that springs (unimaginatively)
to mind - if I am not myself guilty of misconstruction here - is someone
slipping up on a banana skin: a juxtaposition of the law of gravitation with the
live corporeality of our being.

Someone else - I don't know who - said that the ur-joke is the fact that we
have bodies i.e. that we are conscious subjects and at the same time physical
objects: another paradox.  Then Arthur Koestler says something about
disparate but converging planes of discourse producing humorous effects
when they intersect.  Of course he had a lot more to say on the subject but I
couldn't be bothered to read the whole of 'The Act of Creation' and I can't
properly recall what I did read: perhaps someone who could and does would
like to expand on this.  Certainly your example from Monty Python would
seem to serve as an example by intersecting - as it were - the elevated nature
of philosophical discourse with the horizontal effects of inebriation.

Didn't Aristotle also have something to say about humour (despite or because
of being "a bugger for the bottle"?) or was that all a fantasy in 'The Name of
the Rose'?

One way or another, it seems to me that these thinkers have probably got the
subject more or less wrapped up, and that it only remains for us to turn the
pages of Commensal and have a good laugh at the sociopathic opinings of
certain of my fellow contributors.

Michael Nisbet

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Michael : You’re right about Bergson (or at least my Encyclopaedia Britannica agrees !). As
far as Aristotle is concerned, I think Umberto Eco invented the work featuring in TNOTR,
though I don’t know this for sure.

You may be right that earlier thinkers have the subject wrapped up, but I’d be interested to
know what others think. Why do our senses of humour differ ? Sometimes we laugh at
someone, sometimes with them and sometimes merely about a situation or verbal incongruity.
For instance, recently someone in the US emailed me a list of (allegedly) real-life ridiculous
newspaper headlines. One of these - “eye drops off shelf” - I found particularly amusing. I
could be laughing at the person who didn’t “play back” the phrase after they’d written it, or
with the person who was clever enough to think up something with a double meaning (and get
it past their editor) or I could treat the phrase impersonally. Why do I find this more amusing
than “new bridge held up by red tape”, especially as the former is more likely to be contrived
than the latter - or is this the reason ?

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

24th March 1998                                           Anthony Owens

Dear Theo,

I enclose a couple of comments and thank you for your continued
commitment to the SIG.

CUCKOOS, CONSCIOUSNESS, and KILLING

CUCKOOS (Theo, C91/21): To be honest I don't really want to get bogged
down in the philosophy of mathematics.  As far as I know there is no precise
mathematical relationship between a straight line and a curved one.  Also, the
fact that mathematics can never be a complete system means that it can
never fully describe reality; though for Godel's sake don't ask me to prove it!
At best I see it as an interesting fiction which occasionally happens to
accidentally match some minor part of reality.

I assume you are agreeing that whatever space is, it isn't nothingness.
Whether or not there is nothingness as well may be a meaningless question.
As our positron and electron annihilate each other they return towards the
state from whence they came via the radiation which formed the early stage
of everything. I have some doubts over whether holes filled by electrons
become nothing, but that's Physics for you.  Also, I cannot agree that the
positive and negative signs for the positron and electron are mere convention
(assuming you mean like 'up' and 'atom'). The error is to model zero as
nothingness rather than the ground state of everything; a ground state which
must be undetectable simply because it is a ground state. A ground state
which, as you know, I believe to be consciousness.
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CONSCIOUSNESS (Roger Farnworth, C91/37-39): What if the brain itself
was simply an input device, one part filtering the senses; another filtering the
memory. The problem is that you could never prove that memory was in the
brain in the first place.  How could one tell the difference between a memory
centre and a memory access?  It may seem that memory is put into the brain
because of the lack of alternative sites but the current state of physical
knowledge leaves no excuse for that.  Everything is part of everything else.
Why should we be left out?

KILLING (Sheila Blanchard, C91/36): I must apologise for the careless use
of language in my term 'legalise murder' concerning abortion. I believe that
the state commits murder by concealing what is actually happening behind
distorted definitions of life and dependency without which it may well be
illegal, and that the distortions may be maliciously intended to deceive; but
even these cannot save this unfortunate marriage of words from being a
contradiction.

Sheila was right that I wasn't making a serious moral judgement, as I intended
mainly to be provocative. However, I believe that people must be held
responsible for their actions or society will disintegrate. An often quoted
though rarely applicable justification for abortion is rape but it still involves
killing a human being, a proto human if you prefer. If the state is determined
to kill something wouldn't it be better to kill the rapist and let the child go for
adoption?  Of course, I cannot fully understand the effect of rape on a woman
but it is unlikely that this would be much mitigated by killing the child. It could
even be made worse! In all other cases the mother must take responsibility,
as must the father. If the woman is so promiscuous as to not know who the
father is then it seems entirely fair that she accepts the burden alone. I
strongly suspect that part of the reason for the cute definitions which enable
the state to get away with murder, and, incidentally, to divert the resources of
the NHS, is to lessen the increase in population.  This may well be a
necessary measure, but why not kill criminals (C88/28) ?  Why not bring in
licences for having children; the penalty for having a child without a licence
being sterilisation. The licence could be granted at any time up to the birth,
given that the parents satisfied whatever were the criteria: being married
being a fairly obvious one. Those failing to get a licence would then be freed
to be as promiscuous as they liked.

None of this will happen, of course.  The well-meaning but wholly misguided
will co-operate with the promiscuous and the criminal until the latter are in
the majority at which point no democratic government could do anything
about it and anarchy would ensue. I am not being censorious in this matter,
in fact I abhor all forms of censorship, which are little more than advertising.
If we behave like animals, nature will judge us as animals: and nature's
judgements are harsh.

Anthony Owens

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Anthony : I agree with you that we shouldn’t get bogged down in the philosophy of
mathematics, as it’s highly technical and requires a good knowledge of mathematics even to
get started. As far as I’m aware, though, mathematics has no difficulty distinguishing straight
lines from curves. A straight line (a geodesic) is the shortest distance between two points,
using the appropriate metric. A curve, in the non-limiting case, is a line that isn’t straight. A
straight line on the non-Euclidean two-dimensional surface of a sphere looks curved - and is
curved - when viewed in 3 dimensions, but then the metric, or the geometry of space, has
changed. There’s no confusion, however - the context always has to be taken into account.

I think your thoughts on mathematics, complete systems and Godel are muddled. What Godel
is saying is that mathematics is bigger than any axiomatisation of itself - that there are always
true mathematical statements that cannot be proved within any axiomatisation of
mathematics. This has nothing to do with whether or not mathematics can fully describe
reality. This seems doubtful to me for other reasons, in that mathematics deals with quantity
and structure, not with qualities. However, mathematics does describe some areas of reality
very well - and whether this is accidental or not is a very deep question.

Maybe we could continue the discussions about space in PhySIG ? You are right to draw a
distinction between nothingness and empty space - the latter is a stage on which events can
happen, whereas the former is presumably not. The same’s true about the distinction
between ground-states and a true zero. The former deals with differences - we’re interested in
the difference between the excited state and the ground state - the latter with something more
absolute. I don’t think mathematics has problems with this. As I said last time, it depends on
which model you set up.

We’ll have to return to your ideas on consciousness another time, lest this edition of
Commensal not appear until well into June ! As you also know, I believe consciousness is
something to be explained in terms of other things better understood, not a “given” from which
other things should be explained. That’s because part of the meaning of “explanation” is that it
should help us move from the simple to the complex, the known to the unknown. OK, our own
consciousness is known to us with an immediacy unlike anything else, but others’
consciousness is forever inaccessible as we’re talking about a subjective experience. Even
our own consciousness is paradoxical, given that we often act unconsciously & only
subsequently realise and rationalise what it is we’ve done.

I agree with much of what you say in your response to Sheila. I think, though, that some cures
are worse than their respective diseases. You can set up a society where a license is needed
to reproduce and where draconian measures are brought to bear on those who fail to obey -
but such societies have to be oppressive in order to be able to enforce such dictats.
Alternatively, you can redefine those aspects of immorality we particularly dislike as “mental
illness” and lock people away in mental institutions (as was the case with “wayward girls”
earlier this century). Do we really need these measures, though ? If our population was
galloping away (as in China hitherto) there might be a justification - desperate situations
require desperate remedies - but there’s no population explosion n the UK that I’m aware of.
We need to avoid idealistic and fanatical “solutions” to problems for fear of creating worse
ones !
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Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

6th April 1998 Valerie Ransford

COMMENTS ON C91

Dear Theo,

Thanks for the publication. Sorry I can’t type.

At least one christian has no objection to the title on page 10 of Commensal
91. There’d be no objection to “Hemlock - or how to accept defeat gracefully”
either. I have to say, after reading Dave Botting’s article, that not every
christian or philosopher claims that the purpose of religion is to save money
on policemen and prisons. I’d like to know more about existentialism ever
since I read that the Road Runner reminds someone of the existentialist
Jesus.

I was interested when you (Theo) claimed (Commensal 91, page 12) that
“religions .... seem to have developed as counter-cultures”. A Californian
Mensan sent me a tract which shows that Jesus himself is an Anti-messiah.
This makes sense to me, but I do not want to start off any new religions,
because I think we have too many already.

I think that Roger Farnworth (C91, page 37) could have defined what he
meant by consciousness. He writes like a psychologist. Biologists, I know,
believe that consciousness is the result of evolutionary processes; but, do
philosophers ?

Valerie Ransford

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Valerie : I should have been more precise about my objection to Dave Botting’s title, because
it came over as though I thought Christians should be treated as a protected species immune
from criticism or satire. This isn’t at all what I had in mind. Rather, my objection was that, as
any Christian with even the mildest pretensions to orthodoxy knows, the crucifixion isn’t
considered to be a defeat but, when combined with the resurrection, a victory. It isn’t a rather
nasty end to Jesus’ career, but the focus of it. As anyone who’s listened to Messiah let alone
read the Bible knows, its the moment at which “The Lord has laid on him the iniquity of us all”.
Now I’m not claiming that this really represents how things were, though it is central to what
most Christians believe. However, it is serious stuff and certain idle allusions to the crucifixion
seem to portray a reprehensible ignorance of what it’s all supposed to be about.
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I don’t think the, in some ways, parallel account of Socrates is any better - again, to describe
this as a “defeat” trivialises the situation since alternatives to the hemlock were available to
Socrates. As says my trusty EB CD :-

Socrates, who treated the charge with contempt and made a
"defence" that amounts to avowal and justification, was convicted,
probably by 280 votes against 220. The prosecutors had asked for
the penalty of death; it now rested with the accused to make a
counterproposition. Though a smaller, but substantial, penalty would
have been accepted, Socrates took the high line that he really
merited the treatment of an eminent benefactor: maintenance at the
public table. He consented only for form's sake to suggest the small
fine of one mina, raised at the entreaty of his friends to 30.

The claim to be a public benefactor incensed the court, and death
was voted by an increased majority, a result with which Socrates
declared himself well content. As a rule at Athens, the condemned
man "drank the hemlock" within 24 hours, but, in the case of
Socrates, the fact that no execution could take place during the
absence of the sacred ship sent yearly to Delos caused an
unexpected delay of a month, during which Socrates remained in
prison, receiving his friends daily and conversing with them in his
usual manner. An escape was planned by his friend Crito, but
Socrates refused to hear of it, on the grounds that the verdict, though
contrary to fact, was that of a legitimate court and must therefore be
obeyed.

I’d be interested to read your Californian tract, though how can any tract can “show” anything
so revolutionary ? “Argue” maybe, “allege” probably but “show”, never - not even in a work of
extensive scholarship, let alone a tract.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

9th April 1998 John Neary

Theo,

A tongue in cheek offering for Commensal. After oysters in heaven I thought
what about Mozzies on earth.

WHAT USE IS A MOSQUITO ?

A group of idle chatterers were drinking beer the other night and arrived at a
philosophical discussion.

Like our august predecessors who spent hours trying to decide how many
angels could fit on a pinhead we got to talking about the usefulness of
animals in this world and we came to the conclusion that nearly every animal
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had a beneficial purpose in the world. Predators cull the weaker members of
their prey so ensuring the improvement of the species. Others provide food
at various stages of the food chain, even the humble fly enables vegetarian
Indians to live by transferring vitamin b12 in the minute quantities required
from faeces to the food so ensuring that the vegetarians receive enough of
the vitamin to survive. The tsetse fly is the last defence of the indigenous
herbivores against the depredations of imported cattle in Africa and
elsewhere. But what about the Mosquito that is responsible for the deaths of
more people per year than any other member of the animal kingdom? Her
targets are not selective - anybody can catch malaria and die from it. What
use is a mosquito in the grand scheme of things?

John Neary

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

John : as you say, this is tongue is cheek. It raises the question of whether natural things
have “uses” or whether this whole idea is anthropocentric. By “use”, presumably you mean
“have some, albeit surprising, beneficial effect in the overall scheme of things”. Does this
indicate an optimistic outlook - rather than the more pessimistic (or, more strictly, neutral)
evolutionary “each organism for itself” approach. Presumably, a mosquito’s use is simply to be
a mosquito, making its way as best it can. Maybe what we’re after is to know whether other
organisms have taken advantage of the mosquito’s feeding habits. As you are probably
aware, mosquitoes are indirectly responsible for the prevalence of sickle-cell anaemia, given
that victims of sickle-cell anaemia are resistant to malaria, so that the Hb S gene that causes
the sickle-cell condition is therefore selected for.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

24th April 1998 John Neary

EPISTEMOLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY

Theo,

As you know, I am studying for the B.A. Phil with London University and one
of my subjects is Descartes.

1. The question is raised in the studies "how do we know we are not
dreaming?". My thoughts are as follows: We appear to have two levels of
consciousness - one that operates when we are awake and another that
takes over when we are dreaming. The former seems to be very strong
and connected to our instinct for survival in that when we are dreaming
and something occurs in the dream that  threatens our existence we wake
up (cf. Nightmares). So I would say that we know we are awake when we
are aware that any event that would cause us to change from a dreaming
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state to a wakened state would have no effect in the present
circumstances. What do others think of this definition?

2. In epistemology numerous examples are given concerning knowledge and
justified belief. Many follow the pattern that you know something and then
certain things change. Are you then justified in saying you still know the
first proposition. My argument is that many of the examples presuppose
knowledge that you can't (in my opinion) have. For example You park your
car in the office car park. Some body wants to borrow it. You give him the
keys and tell him where it is etc. etc. But my argument is that once the car
is out of your sight you can no longer say you know where it is. You can
say you know where it was when you left it but nothing more so far as I
can see So how can you say you know it is in slot X of the car park ?

 

3. Another example given in Graylings Guide to Philosophy is that where you
go to work in the morning and the kids are playing in the garden. Unknown
to you your neighbour invites them to play with her kids. Usually they
would accept that invitation but today your wife refuses because one of
them is a bit poorly. Are you justified in saying you know your kids are
playing in the garden. My answer to that is that regardless of what events
occur after you leave for work you no longer "know" that your kids are
playing in the garden at all. Am I being thick or missing something ?

John Neary

John : My first thoughts are, that for question 1 there's a distinction between knowing one has
dreamt and knowing one is dreaming. Do we ever know we’re dreaming while we’re
dreaming, or only once we’ve woken up ? Dreams tend to unravel, so we know we must have
been dreaming, whereas waking life doesn't - we're stuck with the consequences of our
actions. Sometimes we wish we were dreaming, could wake up & things be all right.
Sometimes we think we must be dreaming (eg. if we’d just won £10,000,000 on the lottery)
because waking life seems to be fairly predictable. At other times we realise we must have
been dreaming, when things are no longer as we expected them to be. With respect to your
definition, I’m not sure that one couldn’t be dreaming that one was aware that any event that
would cause us .... etc. As with all things, it comes down to probabilities. When one is awake,
one can be fairly sure, but not certain, that one is awake. However, when one is dreaming,
one can be sure of nothing because one’s thought processes are outside of one’s control.

I agree with you on questions 2 & 3. You don't know, in the sense of having certain
knowledge. You have good reason to believe that your car is still in the car park, and it is
reasonable to try to collect it from there, rather than from the local police pound. You have
slightly less reason to be certain of the location of your children, though it is still rational to
assume they are where they would normally be. You do know, however, that your car hasn't
been transported to Australia (nor your children to Alpha Centuri) in the last 5 minutes, nor
has any of them changed into an ostrich (though such things might happen in dreams !).

Theo

10th April 1998 Graham Dare
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Dear Theo,

Having just joined the SIG and had one newsletter, I am not quite sure yet of
the type of subjects you cover, so I enclose a selection of my spiritual
addresses, for you to print, in whole or part, in your next newsletter.

Graham T. Dare,
Battersea Spiritualist Church

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Graham : thanks for these. You supplied 5 brief addresses, of which I have included the first
here. I have refrained from printing all five, not because of any lack of merit in them, but
because it will be impossible to accommodate adequate feedback on all of them
simultaneously within the confines of Commensal. I therefore intend to introduce them one at
a time. If you should wish to expand your thoughts in the interim, please feel free to do so.
Ideas put forth in one forum may well benefit from being re-stated for the benefit of another.
Also, your dot-matrix printer defeated my scanner, so if I could have a disk of your articles this
would save me the dull task of re-typing them.

Theo

10th April 1998 Graham Dare

DOES THE END JUSTIFY THE MEANS ?

The Old Testament of the Bible is shared by Christians, Moslems and Jews
alike, a third of the world’s population. Not many people believe that the
world was created in 6 days, but this may well have been symbolic as no-one
would have understood the concept of millions of years at that time.
Likewise, the story of Adam and Eve may have been symbolic of millions of
years of evolution where the naked ape evolved into a thinking man knowing
the difference between right and wrong. The first moral decision that man
must have made was whether to be a vegetarian, like the apes or be an
omnivore. He chose the latter in the interests of preservation, but it is
interesting that the moment he had the brain to decide between right and
wrong he chose to kill.  The second moral decision came when he was living
in communities, and had to defend the community against wild animals at
night. His thinking brain told him about possible dangers that had not
occurred before, like the neighbouring community attacking him. So, he
decided to attack them first to pre-empt this, and so he learnt to gain
possessions by killing his fellow man.

The third use of his thinking brain was religion. Leaders decided to conquer
other peoples to spread their religion. They also gained the spoils of war for
this as well.
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The fourth crusade didn’t even bother to go to Jerusalem, but decided to
attack the Christian city of Constantinople, which was a softer target, to get
their spoils.

The poor people, who were more moral, decided this was wrong, and
children decided to conquer Jerusalem themselves. But. they were put on 7
ships, of which 2 sank, and the other 5 landed at a slave port and sold them
into slavery, so man had now used his thinking brain to sell his own kind for
profit.

The first World War was driven by leaders remote from the horrors of the
battlefield, who justified thousands of lives in order to move their front a few
yards forward.

Hitler decided to start the second World War for the simple reason that there
were too many Germans in too small a country. One solution was to reduce
the number of people by eliminating a minority group, who had most of the
wealth, and justifying this by convincing his leaders that the Jews were sub-
human. The other solution was to expand the boundaries into the fertile
mineral-rich European section of Russia (but first defeating Western Europe
to avoid having a war on two fronts). Like all the others above, he believed
that the end justified the means.

We, in our daily lives, often use the end to justify the means, ie. jumping a
red light, speeding, not buying a ticket, etc., to be on time, or telling white lies
etc. It is always best to tell the truth, but if the truth is brutal then it should be
softened by offering the positive points as well. People will always prefer to
be told the truth, and will never trust a person who has been found to tell a
white lie. Children first lose their innocence when they first find that a person
has told them a white lie, even if for their own good.

Graham Dare

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Graham : I’m not sure what to make of the above ! It doesn’t really seem to be an argument,
as such. At least, if it is, it’s open to a number of objections. We might agree with you that, in
general, the ends don’t justify the means, but does your essay supply a valid reason for our
accepting this assertion ?

There’s lots that’s historically highly dubious. Do you really think that man made a moral
decision to become an omnivore ? If so, what evidence do you have for this ? In any case, the
apes are not all strict vegetarians (chimpanzees eat meat occasionally). You refer to “the
moment he ...”. Again, this seems fanciful, as does your designation of pre-emptive strikes as
“the second moral decision”. Similarly, you suggest that religion is the motivating power
behind conquest - have you any evidence that this was the case for the Greeks, Romans,
Huns or whoever (Muslims and Crusaders excepted)? Then we suddenly lurch off to the
fourth crusade to introduce slavery, as though that was the first time the idea came up.
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Suggesting that Hitler’s attack on the Jews stemmed from the same lebensraum motif as his
attack on Russia  trivialises the complex motivations for anti-Semitism.

When you get to the point of your historical narrative, you make a number of highly
contentious statements - do people really prefer to be told the truth ? Will they never trust a
person who has been found to tell a white lie ? Politicians from Hitler to Clinton (no
comparison intended) have made political careers out of or despite telling enormous
whoppers, yet people were and are willing to trust them and their popularity ratings soar(ed).
People want to be told comfortable things and only become disillusioned when it is no longer
possible for them to maintain their delusions. Some children have lost their innocence even
before they can speak, at least if their treatment of younger siblings is anything to go by.

I’ve often wanted to stand up in a sermon and shout out “where’s the logic in that ?”. I hope I
haven’t abused the opportunity and been a bully. As I said earlier, messages have to be
tailored to fit their prospective audiences, and yours may need tightening up here or there.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
13th April 1998 Rick Street

MONKEY, BEE, AND BAT SOUP AKA RICK'S BACK

Howdy-doodly fellow ponder-junkies and apologies, if such are needed, for
my absence from C91.  I'll try not to let it happen again.  To business then ...

Commensal On The Web (91/5-6) : This would not be Commensal but a
separate organ of the PDG benefiting from faster turn-around time whilst
suffering from fewer contributors.  I suggest that Commensal has perhaps two
pages of edited highlights from the Web-fest in each issue, simply to
stimulate further debate in Commensal.  There will inevitably be one or two
people who will defect totally to the Web and Commensal will suffer from that
but this will be offset by the highlights section.  In all I think Commensal will
become slightly different but no better or worse and if it makes the techies
happy then I say let them have their fun.

Dave Botting - The Evolution Of Society And Morality (91/10) : Evolution is
neither swift nor simplistic.  I contend that society and morality, like physiology
and intelligence, are subject to Darwinian evolution.  The example Dave
Botting gives of the massacre of the idolaters in the Book of Exodus may well
have been a significant event in history but on an evolutionary timescale is
relatively small.  This isolated incident need not necessarily improve either
society or morality in the long term for the phenomenon of social evolution to
still exist.  However! ... It could be argued (so I will) that Moses’ hypocrisy in
disobeying his own commandments has, in the long term, damaged the
influence that Christianity and Judaism have in the modern world.  Plus! ...
You've gotta ask yourself how Moses' followers were ABLE to massacre
Aaron’s followers.  Something evolved in that event!  The Levites were either
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fitter, better equipped, had better tactics, were better organised or were
simply right.  The idolaters got massacred ‘cos they were inferior and ‘cos
Moses was a vindictive *%L£!  If Moses had been more charitable you, Dave,
might now be Jewish.  If Moses had left a legacy of better behaviour Jesus
may never have bothered changing the rules, and the Archbishop of
Canterbury might now be Jewish.  The brutality of the Levites has caused the
principles of Judaism to have less influence than they might otherwise have
had.

Dave (Botting) says (91/10.4) : "The social and moral systems that we find
ourselves in are the result of historical accident; there are no evolutionary ...
processes involved".  But evolution is by very definition the long term out-
come of a series of accidents.  The meteorite that wiped out the dinosaurs
was not exactly anyone’s fault but large reptilian monsters evolved out of the
ecosystem because they were not up to coping with the demands of
environmental change.  If the idolaters had been right they could have
converted the Levites to idolatry and Moses would have been the one they
massacred.  Leaders are like orchestral conductors!  A conductor cannot
make a musician play what he does not want to play but for the musician to
make the music he wants, he must do as the conductor tells him!... (God that
was a dodgy analogy but I can't think of a better one so I'll leave it in.)

And by the way Dave, don't listen to Theo, I loved your title!

Michael Nisbet - The Understanding Of Reflective Surfaces (91/16.3) :
Obviously I had not read The Apes Reflection and I now firmly intend to do
so.  The behaviour of the crab-eating macaque would seem to support your
argument whilst destroying mine.  I must think about this...........

IN THE FACE OF THE MACAQUE - ARE ANIMALS SELF-AWARE?

Possibility one (the popular belief) - Animals other than humans are not self-
aware because they cannot recognise their own reflection in a mirror.

Possibility two (my original viewpoint) - Animals are self-aware because
one’s own existence is the most obvious thing any creature can be aware of.

Question!  Why is a macaque unable to realise that a reflection of itself is not
another macaque when it can realise that a reflection of a crab is not another
crab?

Possibility one (the established view) - the macaque has no concept of itself.
The image cannot be its own image because it is not aware of itself as an
object in the outside world.  It has no objective imagination.  It cannot
visualise itself objectively.

BUT!  Monkeys groom themselves!  And each other!  Where do they perceive
the fleas as living?  Fleas live in monkey fur!  Monkeys know this and they
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don't like it.  For monkeys to know that fleas live in monkey fur they must be
aware of the existence of monkeys.  They see other monkeys every day,
these monkeys have the same fur that they do and the same flea problems.
They treat other monkeys’ fleas the same as they treat their own.  So how
can they not realise that they are monkeys?

What’s more, the other monkeys behave in the same way that they do.  And
they can observe this behaviour.  How can they possibly not perceive
themselves as one of the other monkeys?

Monkeys have feelings! (as anyone who's ever been on the receiving end of
an angry monkey will tell you). Monkeys can exhibit sympathy to the feelings
of other monkeys.  Would this not require them to perceive themselves as
monkeys?

All this seems contrary to the established view but doesn't answer the
question "Why is a macaque unable to realise that a reflection of itself is not
another macaque?"

Possible solution!  A monkey has never seen its own face.  When it sees its
reflection for the first time it's seeing its own face for the first time.  BUT! ... It
must know that it has a face.  It sees other monkeys put food into their
mouths, it puts food into its own mouth.  It knows what a monkey’s face looks
like and it knows that it’s a monkey.  So how can it not realise that the
reflection is a reflection of itself?

I know I said I would happily eat my words but upon trying I find them rather
indigestible.  The validity of your argument doesn't alter the validity of mine,
however the two arguments do seem irreconcilable.

One final (if rather desperate) possibility does occur to me however.  Perhaps
the understanding of reflective surfaces varies from macaque to macaque.
Seeing as you say that Gallup’s monkey, who couldn't figure out his own
reflection after 2400 hours of mirror exposure, was a different individual to the
ones who exhibited understanding of the reflections of food items, I can only
guess that Gallup happened to be using a particularly stupid monkey.

I do definitely need to read this book though.

Mike Rossell - Beauty In The Eye Of The Bee(Holder) (91/22.2) : I think
Vijai is basically correct in saying (90/24.2) that flowers are not fundamentally
beautiful but that beauty is a quality bestowed on flowers by people who
believe them to be beautiful.  However I'd go one stage further and describe
beauty as a quality of the relationship between viewer and flower.  And I don't
see why the viewer needs to be human, either.  I'm sure that bees find
flowers just as, if not more, beautiful than we do.

Why Don't World Leaders Charge Into Battle Like In The Good Old
Days? (91/22.11) : While Mike ponders the psychology of modern politicians,
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I'm inclined to favour more pragmatic reasons why modern world leaders
don't actually participate in warfare personally.  Firstly the theatres are much
larger and communications are better so the commanders are now best able
to direct their troops from away from the front line.  In the old days the
commander had to be able to actually see the battle in order to know how it
was going; but not so today.  Also the modern battlefield is a far more
dangerous place than it once was due to the disparity of weapon and armour
technologies in the modern world.  King Arthur (or whoever) bagged the best
suit of armour and the best horse and surrounded himself with the best
soldiers and was comparatively safe even if the main body of his troops were
getting massacred.  However with modern tanks and multi-launch rocket
systems and laser-guided air strikes the equivalent degree of safety can only
be attained by residing on another continent.

Alan Carr - Reincarnation?  Philosophy Or Aquariana? (91/25.6) : I am
quite happy to discuss reincarnation with you or anyone else.  The deeper the
thoughts a subject raises the better as far as I'm concerned; but I suspect that
other members of the PDG may not see it like that.  Re-incarnation is a
contentious issue - not merely from a philosophical stand-point but from one
of believability.  In the Aquarian SIG most members will believe in re-
incarnation and will happily read about and discuss its implications.  Outside
of this group, however, many people will consider it to be fanciful nonsense
and wish to discuss ethics or causality or something more substantiable.  If
the Aquarian SIG did not exist I'd be on your side totally ‘cos these issue need
a forum in which to be discussed but that forum is the Aquarian SIG.  Anyone
interested in paranormal issues who isn't already a member should join
immediately.  In the PDG a discussion about re-incarnation could all too
easily deteriorate into the kind of futile slagging match between sceptics and
new-age hippie types that I've seen all too often on TV shows and Fortean
conventions alike.  Let the sceptics have their SIG and let the new-agers have
theirs.  These two groups don't mix, so lets not mix them.

Stef Gula & Theo - Statistically... Am I Bats? (91/30.3 & 31.3) : Tee-hee. Its
always amusing to watch two people arguing about what they think I meant.
Probably just means I'm incomprehensible though; but who cares? (except
the entire readership obviously).  And equally obviously, you are both wrong!
In my statistical evaluation I'm no more likely to be a bacterium than a bat, nor
am I miscounting the ratio of bats to humans.  Perhaps I should explain ...
There are several million different SPECIES that I could possibly be!  Human
is ONE species!  And BAT is also one species! Therefore, in the absence of
any data as to my actual nature, I'm equally likely to actually be either.  Any
introduction of statistics concerning the populations of humans and bats is
misleading because these statistics only apply to the dream not the "real"
world.  However in both dream and reality a bat is a bat and a human is a
human.  The bats may be different but they are still bats otherwise they
wouldn't be bats, would they?  Is that any clearer?  Oh well ...

Crime, Punishment & Evolution : With all this talk of crime and punishment
(91/33-36 etc.) I thought I'd add an odd little notion of my own.
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Natural selection is the most reliable and efficient mechanism for developing
individuals and societies known to man (or "known to me" at any rate) so why
not utilise it in the pursuit of a crime-free society!?  Anyone committing any
significant crime should be sterilised.  That way, inconsiderate behaviour will
eventually evolve out of the gene-pool and we'll one day have no need of law
or law enforcement or prisons or capital punishment or any of that messy,
expensive nonsense that we have today.

Of course there're the problems of immigration, random mutation, cryogenics,
and the fact that none of us will live long enough to see this Utopia but, hey,
every good plan needs a little work prior to implementation.

And on that note I shall leave you all to ponder the mysteries of bats, bees,
monkeys and the origins of the universe.  Happy head scratching ...

Rick Street

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rick :  Good to have you back again ! As usual, too much to comment on. Thanks for the
Internet suggestions. One day perhaps. What makes you think that, but for Moses the
vindictive, Judaism would have become a proselytising world religion ? Surely we’d have
ended up as pagans or devotees of Mithras ? And would Judaism with a different Moses still
be Judaism ? I think we’ll have to give up on the “statistical” discussions ! So, you’re another
steriliser ! Presumably the cornerstone of your argument is that there is some “crime gene”
that can be selected out ? What if we’re all “that way inclined” - original sin & all that - so that
the hydra of crime would forever arise. Besides, your average criminal would already have a
brood of sprogs before percolating to the criminal level demanding sterilisation, so the boat
would have been well missed, unless you propose shop-lifting as the threshold crime ?

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

15th April 1998 Alan Carr
DEMOCRACY

Hello Theo, Alan Carr here ...

In answer to your question "under what circumstances in a democracy is it
right for the majority to override the wishes of a significant minority ?" : what
a question ! I don’t know if I can answer it. I probably can’t, but anyway : the
first thing that hit me was to me, democracy is an aspiration. I haven’t seen a
country yet that I would consider a democracy. A true democrat placed in the
above position of the overridden minority would respect the decision of the
minority (sic; “majority” ?? - Ed) regardless of the consequences. Do we use
the banner of democracy for our convenience ?
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There are two types of threats to democracy that come to my mind : from
within and from without. Within : corruption, legislation, etc. by the
establishment; without : theft, violence, etc. by those outside democracy :
thieves, thugs, etc. With all these occurring does this negate the possibility of
living in a democracy ? While all of us aspire to live in a democracy, do these
factors come into play. Do I have a point, Theo ?

But, anyway, in a democracy every person has an established set of
freedoms and liberties. Sometimes these are curtailed for the benefit of the
whole (recent gun ban). Here lies the problem ! I just hope I can identify it. It
is right for a majority to override the wishes of a minority of individuals or a
group minority  when it can be objectively reasoned that the gains of the
whole, both majority and the minority, outweigh the loss of freedoms to the
minority. Those who decide whether this is acceptable are the minority
possibly infringed upon, as their actions decide whether or not the
democracy functions; ie. they could rebel.

Do I have a point and did I answer the question to your satisfaction ?
Probably not !

My condolences to the family of Eric Hills.

I have decided not to submit my Northern Ireland article for this issue, as the
current peace process is at its make or break point and I wish it and all the
people involved all the best. Maybe the next issue or the one after.

All the best,

Alan Carr

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Alan :  I think you’re generally along the right lines ! A democracy will tend to tolerate a
minority that is objectionable to the majority along game-theoretic lines; ie. if the cost of
tolerating it is less than the investment required to sort it. There’s not much that’s “moral” or
even “democratic” about this, though ! The democratic angle will add a short-termist
perspective necessitated by governments remaining electable rather than right !

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

21st March 1998 Norman Mackie

THE MIRACLE OF LIFE

Dear Theo,
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Thank you very much for compiling another excellent edition of our
Newsletter, C91.

Now to your request for expansion on the miracle of human life.

Tempted to go for the quiet life and simply say a miracle can be 'a wonder' or
'a marvel', both of which apply to life in all its glory, thereby avoiding further
debate, probably more about semantics than faith or belief.  However, I have
not yielded.  The Chambers Dictionary defines miracle as, 'an event which
breaks a law of nature', and further defines Nature as 'the power that creates
and regulates the world; all the natural phenomena created by this power,
including plants, animals, landscape, etc. as distinct from people.' An
unexpected distinction from such a down to earth source.

What is so unique and distinct about human life that the power which creates
and regulates it is excluded from the laws of Nature, or rather our limited
understanding of them ?

For a slightly different perspective, these words were written by Morris
Rosenfeld.  Born in 1862, he grew up in Warsaw, learned tailoring in London
and moved to the US, where he barely earned a living in the sweatshops and
nearly went blind.  He died in 1923, poor alone and embittered.

MEIN YINGELE - MY LITTLE SON

I have a little boy,
a fine little son,

when I see him, it seems to me
I own the whole world.
But I seldom see him,

my little son, when he is awake.
I always meet him when he sleeps.

I only see him at night.
My work drives me out early

and makes me come home late.

(abridged)

Not only do these words touch on the feeling of being aware of the
significance wrapped up in a new human life, but also there is much
poignancy in the idea that although economic circumstances have changed
dramatically throughout the twentieth century, this poem could have been
written by many parents living today.

Rabbi Lionel Blue once told a story about a young man in training to be a
rabbi.  He listened one day while two men discussed a disagreement with the
good rabbi.  The first man spoke, the wise man listened, and declared, "you
are right, go back to your home".  The second man spoke, the wise man
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listened, and again declared, "you are right, go back to your home".  Puzzled
by the old man's comments the young man declared, "Rabbi, you listened to
the first man and you told him he was right.  Then you listened to the second
man and you told him he too was right.  Surely, they cannot both be right."
The old man got up to leave, and turned to the young man and said quietly,"
And you are right also!"

There just isn't room for many absolutes these days, is there?

Many blessings to everyone.

Norman Mackie

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Norman : The poem is very moving; and you are right - it does have many modern
applications (myself included, though my children are no longer so young).

We, ie. the SIG, should discuss what we mean by terms such as “Nature” some time. It strikes
me that Chambers is defining how people use (or used) words, not claiming that there is any
such referent. Describing Nature as 'the power that creates and regulates the world’ doesn’t
seem to be a contemporary understanding. Do people - or do we - really believe there is such
a ‘power’ ? If so we are pantheists. Isn’t this simply a problem of language - where impersonal
forces or processes are personified in the old Graeco-Roman way ? We use the term
“creatures” while many of us no longer believe in a creator. By the way, has anyone read
Lucretius’ poem on the nature of things, De rerum natura ?

Incidentally - my copy of Chambers (1964) doesn’t have the same definition. While it starts off
the same - the power that creates and regulates the world: - it continues - the power of growth:
the established order of things: the cosmos: the external world, esp. as untouched by man: ...
etc. This puts a slightly different gloss on the distinction between man and nature that you
were pleased to find there. Mankind does draw a distinction between itself and everything else
- “nature”, but this doesn’t mean that we aren’t part of that something else. All species interact
with their environment, it’s just that Homo Sapiens is rather better at doing so, for good or ill,
on a grand scale.

Getting back to “the miracle of life” - I’m not sure that definitions in some editions of a
dictionary are sufficient grounds for maintaining that there is something separate or miraculous
about human life over against other life, or of life over inanimate matter.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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6th April 1998 Stef Gula

 FREE-WILL & UNIVERSAL ETHICS

Theo : [C91, p.30/31].

Since a goodly part of my general argument is that autonomy or entity is
necessary, I'd go with the "Mensa not being a person" bit.  If anything Mensa
is an opinion - or at least a consensus of opinion. An opinion doesn't become
an entity just because it is perpetuated.  Not unless you're religious anyway.

As to the white knuckle ride scenario.

1) I suspect your desire is more likely to be to get off in one piece.

2) Being physically unable to get off, even should you decide it's worth a
broken neck trying, does indeed restrict your ability to exercise free-will.
Were I arguing for "Hard Determinism" I'd be heading for the horizon
trailing smoke.  As I've said elsewhen though I favour a "Free-will over
limited options" argument.

On the "statistical" example viruses, quarks or ducks would indeed have
served equally well. Any large numbers would've - and I agree with the
general thrust of your argument.  I also support your assumption that a certain
level of complexity is required before "an organism" qualifies as “an entity".

As to the extreme unlikeliness of actually turning out to be a human being.
Isn't that part and parcel with what philosophy, religion, art and science are
all, in their way, aimed at ?

More generally.

As a newcomer to the SIG I've been playing safe so far - avoiding anything
too contentious or outspoken.  Tiny fluffy woodland creatures must needs
beware when exploring new environments. Or they get eaten.  Sticking with a
"softly, softly approach" indefinitely, however, means never getting much past
"trivia and comments".  Time perhaps for a bit of a scurry about.

Were wildebeest to invent a religion would it be animalled by rapacious lion
demons and devouring crocodile spirits, from which perils The Great Gnu
delivers The Chosen via The Last Migration unto Eternal Grazing ? Spurious
nonsense, of course - wildebeest are far too smart (and preoccupied) to
bother with religion.  And even were it otherwise, several orders of intellectual
magnitude separate our hypothetical wildebeest fundamentalists from their
human religious contemporaries.  Don't they ?

Ahem, where was I ???
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Not being especially religious I tend to view moral matters through somewhat
existentially tinted glasses, regarding "good" and "evil", as we understand
them, as having a place in "nature" only inasmuch as they (arguably) have a
place in "human nature".  Whether originating therein or "handed down"
courtesy of some "Higher Moral Authority" (i.e. "God") moral issues cannot be
separated from our understanding of them.  Whether adopting religious or
rationalist terms in describing or explaining "right" and "wrong" what we have
available to us is not "the truth" but "a semblance of truth" - individually
subjective, collectively a compromise, convention or consensus. Being human
such "human truths" are the only sort we can have.  We are, of necessity,
inhabitants of a more or less anthropic universe, being unable to view it from
anything other than a human frame of reference.

As individuals, whether developing our own set of "personal values", following
"social convention" or adopting "religious principles", wholesale or in part, our
"moral beliefs" like any other beliefs we may hold, are held subjectively. Only
we experience them, thus, at the level of an individual, moral justification is
self justification. Provided we think we're right we are.  For us.  But our "right"
may well be "wrong" given other ways of seeing the world.

Where a group shares a common set of beliefs, albeit subject to individual
interpretation, self-justification and social justification amount to much the
same.  It is only where several groups or individuals hold different or
conflicting beliefs that "absolute" or "objective" criteria must be sought - a
broadening of the collective compromise or widening of the "in-group".
Alternatively there's always the possibility of narrowing the "out-groups" -
necessitating no compromise and keeping "The Cause" pure.  Either ways,
before a “universal system of ethics" becomes viable it is necessary to
establish a unified "Global Society". Which means winning (by persuasion or
force of arms) on a big scale, and probably involves genocide.  Which is
maybe why all previous efforts at a "World Order" have failed so dismally and
bloodily.

Perhaps anarchy is the answer after all ...

Kill if you have to. Steal if you need to.  Lie, cheat and deceive if you want to.
But don't be-more of a shithead than is absolutely necessary.  Otherwise,
when some righteous vengeful bastard finally brings you down, the world will
piss all over-you. And everyone will laugh.

There y'go kiddies - universal system of ethics.

Stef Gula

Stef : you’re not the first to spot theistic anthropomorphisms or theromorphisms - Xenophanes
(c. 560 - c. 478 BC) got there first. To repeat the well-known quote (via Bertrand Russell in
History of Western Philosophy) : “... Mortals deem that gods are begotten as they are, and
have clothes like theirs, and voice and form ... yes, and if oxen and horses or lions had hands,
and could paint with their hands, and produce works of art as men do, horses would paint the
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forms of gods like horses, and oxen like oxen, and make their bodies in the image of their
several kinds .... The Ethiopians make their gods black and snub-nosed; the Thracians say
theirs have blue eyes and red hair”. You mustn’t suppose theologians (and ordinary religious
people for that matter) are ignorant of this. No one believes God is a bearded old man in the
sky, do they ? Even Xenophanes went on (according to Russell) to “believe in one God,
unlike men in form and thought, who ‘without toil swayeth all things by the force of his mind’”.

While I agree with most of what you have to say on the ethical side, I disagree with your
suggestion that, for all, “moral justification is self justification”. Some people feel bound by
moral scruples or imperatives, that, if they felt they had the freedom, they’d rather be rid of,
because they think they are right and binding, and if they fail to live up to them feel shame
and remorse. They may be deluded, but they aren’t smug.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

21st March 1998 David Taylor
COMMENTS ON C91

Here is my contribution to C92; a little more ambitious this time :

Erratum (C91, 32.4) : “... we knew next to nothing about chemistry” should
have been “... we knew next to nothing about the chemistry of living things”.
That makes better sense.

Emergent Properties (C91, 32.6) : I have just finished reading an interesting
article about emergent properties : “The Architecture of Life” by Donald E.
Ingber in Scientific American, Jan. 1998. If I understand it correctly, he
explains emergent properties in terms of “tensegrity”, which is a balance
between tension and compression, however these are defined at that level of
organisation.

For example, at a molecular level, there are the forces (hydrogen bonds)
which bring together the two strands of DNA. Also, there are the forces which
cause polypeptide chains to coil into α-helices, or into β-sheets; in addition,
those that coil or fold these in turn into fully-formed proteins.

The Internet (C91, 5.9) : I did qualify my agreement. I’m not convinced that
falling prices will make PCs universally accessible. Some people’s income
only goes up with the “standard of living”, not with average income !

Free Will (C91, 28.5ff) : I do not see why determinism should cause
problems regarding people’s opinions. If I ask someone’s opinion on some
matter, I know from experience that it could be wrong. Since it is only an
opinion, it may be subjective and differ from my point of view. Alternatively,
the other person may be mistaken (ie. he has a “fault” in his mental model of
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the world (haven’t we all ?)), or he may be lying - for some reason his
account of things is at variance with his model of reality.

We judge another’s opinion on the basis of our previous experience of the
person; failing that, on our experience of people in general, and we also
cross-check with any other knowledge we have. Anything we know about the
real world is ultimately empirical anyway, so is subject to the limitations of
observation.

Concerning one’s own opinion - well you could be mistaken anyway - you
just have to trust your own judgement as being the best you’ve got. At least
no-one else has messed it up - you’ve only got yourself to blame if you’ve got
it wrong !

I don’t think “free will” helps the situation anyway, because someone with
free will is as free to lie or be mistaken as anyone.

Comments on “Dualism” (Roger Farnworth; C91,37-39) : What can I say?
I’m impressed by this one, and find myself in agreement with most of it,
though I don’t think I’m a dualist !

(... 37.2) : I would claim that hearing is also a major sense, though I don’t
think that materially affects the argument, as analogous arguments can be
made for hearing.

(... 37.5) : I assume that absence of experience implies absence of
consciousness. I’m not sure whether that is always true. I think (as you seem
to do) that memory is essential to consciousness. But it is necessary to be
careful as there appear to be several distinct kinds of memory. The memory
that a certain colour is called red is different in kind from the memory that I
saw something red a minute ago.

(... 38.6) : I read of a similar (perhaps the same) experiment in
“Consciousness - Science Tackles the Self” by Susan Blackmore in New
Scientist, 1st April 1989 (I assume the date is not significant !). The
experiment was by Benjamin Libet at the university of California at San
Francisco. He found a “readiness potential” - indicating an unconscious brain
event - 400 milliseconds before a conscious desire to act.

(... 39.3) : Years ago, I worked with computers, which had systems of
“interrupts” to bring about changes in what they were doing. To start the
computer inputting something, there would be an interrupt. Then the
computer would start merrily reading whatever it was, simultaneously doing
some calculations, say, for a different program. When the inputting was
complete, there would be another interrupt, and the computer would go back
to doing something again for the first program. Some interrupts would occur
for faults of various kinds - such as trying to divide by zero, or a peripheral
device (such as a printer) failing to respond correctly.
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Perhaps consciousness does something like this for us - say, change our
“script” when it is no longer appropriate; or make sure we do something
when a car heads towards us; etc.

I understand there is considerable evidence that the brain is composed of
several relatively independent systems.

(... 39.4 & 38.4) : As you say, we have to avoid an infinite regression of
someone inside our head (the “mannequin in the brain” fallacy or something
similar, it’s called, and is well known in the trade) to read our thoughts, then
someone in his head, and so on. There is no need for this. I know the
dangers in taking computer analogies too far, but in a computer, red might
be signified by any symbol, say, a number (since everything in a computer is
ultimately reduced to numbers), in some chosen memory location. The
location is as important as the number in interpreting the symbol. (The
computer only knows it is a colour because of where it is stored.)

Similarly, there is no red spot in the corresponding part of the brain. Other
parts of the brain “know” that there is something red, and where it is, from
the particular neuron(s) fired.

What remains to be done is to clarify this picture, and to find the part, or
parts, of the brain involved in consciousness. The latter can only be done by
studying brain damage victims, and by using sophisticated scanning
machines, such as MRI scanners, to pinpoint various mental activities.

Is consciousness located in one place or is it, as seems likely, spread over
many parts of the brain, like memory ?

David Taylor

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

David : apologies for the missing “its” from “we knew next to nothing about its chemistry” (the
chemistry of “protoplasm”, that is). Thanks for pointing out the article in January’s Scientific
American. Yes, it does use the term “emergent property”. I must say, though, that this is all
very much engineering - how the robustness of cells emerges from the assembly of
microfilaments, intermediate filaments and microtubules that makes up the cytoskeleton
rather than from an “inflated balloon” idea and how cell deformations can be used to trigger
biochemical events within the cell. However, there didn’t seem to be anything surprising
emerging (no consciousness emerging from the microtubules, for instance).

Thanks also for tackling Roger Farnworth’s Dualism article - I got a minor ticking-off at
Braziers for side-stepping it ! Which, sadly, I have to do again; now, I plead shortage of space
as well as time.

Theo
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------

7th April 1998 Malcolm Burn
IS / OUGHT

Dear Theo,

I think it might be useful to consider the 'is/ought' problem in the form of the
following proposition:

In any syllogism where there is an 'ought' in the
conclusion there is always another 'ought' (explicit or
implicit) in at least one of the premises.

All the supposed counter-examples offered by Hanfling (C90) and
Farnworth (C91) can be explained that way.  For example:

A (1) Evil is that which you ought not to do.
(2) Killing is evil.
(3) Therefore you ought not to kill.

B (1) It is a rule of chess that you ought to checkmate your opponent's king if
possible.

(2) If you move this pawn to that square then you will checkmate your
opponent's king.

(3) Therefore you ought to move this pawn to that square.

The reason for this is that 'is' statements do not allow for the possibility of
anything other than what is and therefore do not allow for free will, while
'ought' statements presuppose that there are at least two possibilities and that
the choice between them does depend on free will.  If you take the 'ought' in
the premise of one syllogism and make it the conclusion of another syllogism
then you get another 'ought' in a premise of that second syllogism and so on
either ad infinitum (infinite regress) or until you come back to the 'ought' you
started with (tautology or going round in a circle).

In order to make any use of 'ought' statements there has to be an agreement
among the people using them that a hard core of 'ought' statements will be
taken as incontrovertible so that they may be used as premises in subsequent
syllogisms.  The fact that such an agreement is arbitrary is fairly obvious in
the case of the rules of chess, but I would suggest the same underlying
arbitrariness is there even in a moral code.  The considerable similarities
between moral codes in different societies can be accounted for by the
similarities in the aspirations which bring people together to form those
societies and in the discovery by trial and error of the means best suited to
satisfy those aspirations.  That, however, is as near as you can ever hope to
get to your ideal of a universal morality.
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Malcolm Burn

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Malcolm : I agree entirely - very succinctly put too !

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

15th April 1998 Vijai Parhar
MORE ENDLESS REPLIES

Dear Theo,

Here are some of more of those endless replies.

Re: Your reply to me (C90, p25) - I agree that there is significance in
emergent properties. I still say that the extra meaning we put on reality
creates an artificial subjective experience for us.  Knowing this can help us to
understand our reactions to real events.

Re: Mike Rossell (C91, p22) - If there were no humans to look at flowers
there would be no beauty in a flower in the sense that it is perceived by
human brains.  The bee may or may not (ie. I don't know) have its own
equivalent but probably quite different sense of beauty.  Human emotion
cannot be ignored since it is an intrinsic mechanism of the brain.

Re: David Taylor (C91, p32) - Thanks for the biology lesson.

Re: Prospect Magazine (C90, p25) - You included a quote from Isaiah Berlin
in C89 p4.4 and said the source was the September issue of Prospect - I then
misunderstood this to mean that you subscribe to the magazine - my
apologies.

Re: Scientology (C90, p25) - This cult has been discredited and its unusual
beliefs have been publicised. I certainly dissociate myself from direct
participation with it.  However the origins, beliefs and the story of its founder
make very interesting reading.  It was interesting to read the Encyclopaedia
Britannica extract concerning Scientology.  The summary is okay but will only
give the barest minimum of insight into the topic. To get an adequate insight
you have to read much more material. I wonder how many people read these
extracts from encyclopaedias / dictionaries and feel they have understood
enough to not require any more reading.  But summaries are useful things (I
myself have got dictionaries and encyclopaedias. I also gave a glossary at the
end of my last offering to PDG).  One also has to remember that 'adequate
insight' is a fuzzy quantity (like most things in life).
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I have recently been thinking about society (yet again !).  In particular about
the balance of freedom and restriction in society.  Too much of either is a bad
thing.  Too much freedom leads to chaos and an increase in the level of
conflict between individuals.  Too much restriction leads to repression of
individual wills and a lack of the creativity needed as the wild factor.

Fortunately, in contemporary UK life, this balance is there. There is
substantial freedom to act as we please and acquire what we want, the
licensing ingredient being one's level of wealth.  We are also restricted - by
the Laws of society and by society conditioning (principally through the mass
media).  Money is not only the license that enables you to realise your
freedoms. It is also a way of recognising that people have different aptitudes.

I realise there are many inadequacies to society, but I'll leave that for the next
exciting episode.

Till next time,

Vijai Parhar

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Vijai : Thanks for clarifying Prospect. My quote from was Reuters, which itself quoted
Prospect. I’d never heard of the magazine, so it’s name didn’t lodge in my mind - I should
have done a “search” though to find out what you were on about. Another problem associated
with “endless replies”.

I agree with you also on Encyclopaedias. These are bound to oversimplify - as anyone knows
when they read articles on subjects they know lots about. This is true even of authoritative
encyclopaedias such as EB. I always find this thought rather wearying - to think that all these
volumes of (mostly) fascinating stuff is merely skimming the surface of the ocean of
knowledge before us, which is itself only a tiny subset of what is out there to be investigated.
At such thoughts I alternate between the “why do I waste so much time sleeping !” to the “why
not eat, drink and make merry, for tomorrow we die” approach.

Theo
12th April 1998 Albert Dean

THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS AND FRAGMENTS

This is a casual piece so I will skip quite a lot and give no references at all.
Those wanting the extra detail should have little difficulty in finding it in the
literature.

Two indexes exist somewhere. One notes everything published on the
famous scrolls and fragments, the other details every scroll and fragment. It
would take a lifetime to work through everything listed. Several people have
attempted a fair stab at doing that and reported, commented, and supposed,
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on what they found. Their books are readily available. I have tried to chart the
main things they say. My comments on what finally appeared in that chart are
printed in a different font (Lucida Calligraphy). They are not very much but
might add something new. At any time some new appreciation could damage
everything put forward by everyone in this area, it could also pull the rug out
from under all this.

The view from outside. The scrolls and fragments have been fussed over for
fifty years and they will be fussed over for another fifty years.

On the publications about the discoveries. One of the easiest things to do in
this world is to pick up any single work on these finds and believe what one
reads is the agreed start and finish. That would be a misplaced belief. The
scrolls and fragments are contentious and so is almost everything written
about them, delving into more than one recent work on the subject will rapidly
prove that. The meaning of recent: Make sure the writer has looked back from
after 1991, when the last of the texts and the greater part of the story emerge
into the light.

On the scrolls and fragments. The first thing the story of the
scrolls and fragments teaches us is that the least advantaged
can be sensible and the most advantaged can be foolish. A tribe in
the Dead Sea area made a living by working up and down the land with the
rains and grazing sheep which they sold in villages and towns. For many
years wealthy locals and foreigners had sought ancient artefacts from the
region. Whenever it happened to be near a dealer the tribe sold whatever it
had found in its wanderings. In time it became very capable in seeking out
and recovering material, some say as capable as any archaeologist its
members had watched and helped. One technique the tribe developed was to
throw pebbles into caves high up in cliff sides and listen for what sound of
disturbance came from within, it was a way to find pottery. Around the end of
WWII some young tribesmen found an interesting cave. They salvaged about
seven scrolls from it and eventually sold them into the hands of a local church
leader. Many of his people had emigrated to the Americas. He took the scrolls
there, sold them, and used the money to set up churches for his emigrant
flock. The interested Jews who had bought the scrolls shipped them to their
spiritual homeland. These scrolls contained much unique religious and
historical detail from shortly before the Romans had broken up the old Israel.
It was as though the last page of the old state were recovered on the very day
the Jewish nation began the first page of its new state. The scrolls instantly
became famous.

About the same time other similar works coming in from the desert attracted
the interest of a Jesuit research centre in Jerusalem. With the aid of
tribesmen its staff went out to see where the material was coming from. They
were lead to a place called Qumran; about one full day's steady walk east
from Jerusalem and set on a cliff top promontory one mile inland from the
Dead Sea's north-western shore (at least one encyclopaedia incorrectly
references the north-eastern shore). Investigations at the site disclosed about
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450 assorted coins, a few run of the mill artefacts, the foundations of some
kind of plain but substantial settlement, and, within about a one mile radius,
many scrolls and fragments of scrolls which had apparently been hidden long
ago in a dozen or so caves. There were signs of the place having been
occupied about three thousand years ago, but there was nothing to indicate
that the main site and finds do not date from around two thousand years ago.
Of that latter time the coin and other finds suggest at least some almost
continuous occupancy from 135BC to 135AD. In detail: It looks as though the
settlement was fairly active through the period 100BC to 75BC and less busy
from then until it was destroyed around 31BC, perhaps by earthquake and
fire, or, more likely, by Herod. From then until about 5BC it might have been
near abandoned. Between about 6AD and 68AD it was quite active again,
and then it once more fell into near abandon. All the above discoveries were
made during the late 1940s and early 1950s as people worked on the site
from time to time. To put all that into perspective I think it
would be fair to say that were it not for the manuscripts the
site would be of little interest, except perhaps to
specialists for the evidence of its earlier occupancy.

About 1950 a study centre was set up in Jerusalem for a semi-international
team to begin sorting and translating the scrolls and fragments found at
Qumran. The finds were set between glass plates laid out on long tables, in a
room with large windows that were frequently opened in hot weather (frown).
The people chosen for the team worked up and down the tables gradually
matching whatever fragments they could, by ungloved hand (frown). They
translated from the originals as they went and when unable to attend
continued to work from normal or infra red photographs (smile). Texts that
had been sealed in jars in the caves were mostly not too hard to deal with, but
with much else it was not the same: Pieces were missing, and the fragments
they did have were shrunk, wrinkled, discoloured, faded and stained, all
differently according to precisely where they had lain in the caves or animals
had scattered them to. Some items were thickly coated in crystallised
deposits from sheep urine, and many were on the edge of turning to dust.
These all added to the general difficulties one might expect anyway; that
some writing was barely readable because it was faint or its writer had a very
rough or over polished style, and that as the work continued over the years
some materials slowly became nearly as dark as the ink on them.

Additionally to all that, even with the coins the archaeology was not able to
provide exact dating. Which will likely remain the situation because the site
was almost completely turned over by those involved. Also, unfortunately,
possibly from accumulated exposure to monastic style buildings and
activities, and from the lack of clearly overwhelming contra evidence, the
Jesuit team leader came to an immediate opinion the site and manuscripts
dated from a hundred years or so before Christ, and amounted to just an
interesting find of a monastery for a group such as the Essenes: Widely held
to have been an offshoot Jewish religious body working rather quietly on
some ideas similar to later Christian ones but of little direct relevance to them.
These assessments of the site and of the Essenes seem now both
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considered far too simplistic. Some writers ridicule the team leader for his
evaluation of the site, but others treat him more properly on it. From what is
said of it, the nature of the site is such that if it had
disclosed that the Essenes had live there then absolutely no
one would have been the slightest surprised.

Many other matters are said to have also obstructed the work: As team
members arrived, mostly believing Christians, they accepted the team
leader's opinion on the site without question. The team was too specialised,
the best translators but working without the best historical interpreters. No
Jews were ever invited to assist though the material was obviously within their
special interest. A new and unreliable scheme of dating from handwriting style
was relied upon. Translation work was parcelled out in great lumps with no
deadlines. Funding and salaries of any sort were minimal. Careers could be
made or broken. And the team included no archaeologists and preservation
specialists. However, it was all begun in the aftermath of the world war,
questioning senior churchmen was not then done, cross border co-operation
in the area was negligible, every penny was needed in other places, and the
staffs of distant organisations were still deep in the post war effort of getting
their own establishments going. The failure was global. Those who
should have immediately directed did not.

The scrolls in Israel were rapidly translated and published. They or copies of
them are on view there. The international team members worked on with their
collection, sometimes in Jerusalem, sometimes in their respective homes or
faculties, many had other projects or teaching posts to attend to. They gave
out pieces to favoured assistants and students but never allowed anyone else
admission in case whosoever it was dashed out a pre-emptive translation. At
the rate of one volume every ten years or so it soon became clear it would be
a hundred years or more before they finished. Attempts by outside scholars to
get things speeded up were blocked by the team leaders, sometimes in
unscholarly fashion.

In 1967 the Israeli - Arab war came and went. Israel took over Jerusalem. The
Israeli archaeological authority, hesitant to create an incident, left the team to
its task. About ten years ago protest at the delays broke into a professional
storm, scholars were entering old age never seeing things they knew were
relevant to their work. In response the Israeli archaeological authority stirred
and agreed the re-arrangement of work packages and a rapid publication
schedule with the international team leader. For uncertain reasons nothing
came out of that.

Negatives of the scrolls and fragments had been copied under strict access
restrictions to several places in case the originals were lost. In 1991 in
America, a holder of a set of negatives, in exasperation and possibly
encouraged by the freedom of information legislation there, opened their
doors to whoever wanted to see them, and someone else published a set of
draft translations. The walls had tumbled down, but not quite all of them.
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The negative holder managed to beat off angry complaints from the
international team, but the publisher of the draft translations ended up in court
and lost. Manuscripts had pieces missing and text was often uncertain in
translation equivalence, so translators filled in whatever they thought likely in
brackets. Copyright on a translator's infills had been overlooked. Very little on
the scrolls and fragments has ended up in any court, but the case illustrates
the worldly tangles people involved with them have had to be careful with. In
court it was pointed out that if it were declared illegal to put out a comment
upon a translator's infill unless the translator consented then scholarship
could be obstructed. But the law is the law.

What then seems reliably said to be said in the scrolls and fragments. In
essence, that the Romans arrived and eventually backed the darling Herod
(Born c73BC, Reigned 37BC to Death 4BC) and his precocious temple
priests. About 36BC some more honourable priests and their families having
just withdrawn from Jerusalem to, or having many years before retired from
there to, Qumran, issued a protest note and began to develop a way of life
based on the approach that obedience to the law and some further effort
would, with God's aid, bring down the deficient and enable the faithful to
throw out the Romans. An overview of all the material indicates this group at
Qumran was initially peaceful but during a hundred years or so became
vitriolic. There are some points here. It appears now felt that rather than the
group being some masculine monastic order, it was a fairly large settlement
of devout families, probably taking in new families as they might arrive and
throwing out some who lost the path. Also, rather than the group starting with
a library which it never changed, it is now held that it began with only one or
two papers and gradually wrote more through the whole period as it
developed its position. It might also have acquired some texts from
somewhere outside. There seem enough references to detail in the scrolls
and fragments to support this picture. One must treat everything carefully
here though, because, while in the manuscripts there is a great deal reflecting
the final opinions of the people at Qumran, there is very little about any
internal studies and debates they might have worked through in forming those
opinions, to show if their evolution was smooth or involved internal squabbles,
major policy revisions or dramatic changes of leadership. Almost nothing is
know of what else they might have looked at. Insofar as the group's later
vitriolism is concerned, then one proposal has it that a war scroll, one of the
last works written, says angels will assist in the fight to throw out the Romans,
but another proposal says that particular scroll actually addresses a final
battle between good and evil at the end of time. It might be best to regard
both of those suggestions as the same, at that time the new order was
generally expected to begin at any moment.

Independently it is known that a widespread rebellion failed in about 6BC, and
a major effort through 66AD to 68AD led to the Romans putting the boot in, to
the extent of almost wiping out Jerusalem in 70AD (this would have happened
earlier but Caesar became involved in something else for a while) and killing,
enslaving and dispersing much of the population so as to nearly break up
Israel completely. A further revolt about 65 years later saw that finally happen.
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Some say the scrolls and fragments imply the Qumran group was not trivial or
alone. I think a modern self evident analogy for the argument might be
wartime Europe. At first scattered slight resistance, gradually it becomes
organised, cells form, suddenly partisan armies. That had effect with outside
help. The Qumran version is simply that it is almost inconceivable a small
religious group could possibly appear so extensive and passionate in their
documentation of Jewish national affairs unless they were actually a large
and significant player in a wider game. The manuscripts show that on the first
day they knew too much and that on the last day they expected too much.
Initially they seem to have set down in public their precise requirements for
changes in the behaviour of the monarchy and the temple priests, indicating
that in effect they called on the government of Israel to reform. When that
failed to bring change they appear to have gone towards strict obedience to
religious law to have God bring down the monarchy and the evil priests and
the Romans, with the implication that all Jews would follow their line to
achieve that end. And, when that failed to bring change, then perhaps they
began the secret war scroll project, the generation of a 13 foot long master
plan for the mobilisation of the nation and its deployment in a fifty year
heavenly assisted blitzkrieg across the whole of the Roman empire to bring
down almost everybody in sight, and which even sets down the required
performance of strike angels and prescribes the propitious inscriptions to
appear on assault horns. Comments on this scroll suggest it could have been
a hocus-pocus lift from a then already long obsolete but still freely available
first edition Roman Army Battle Instruction Tract, with angels substituted for
eagles, etc. One might also say on the war scroll that its
originator clearly had no grasp of any economic realities at
all and was not more than a gnat's whisker away from being
certified .

We have now moved firmly into the area of interpretation. There seem three
other favoured lines apart from the one immediately above: First, that the
Qumran people were a body of isolated dreamers who in AD68 just happened
to have a strange choice in suggestive reading material, and also happened
to accidentally get in the way of the Romans during war games week.
Second, they might have been a bit involved in temple politics, they might
have been a little involved with Jesus and the Christians, Jesus and the
Christians might even have developed one or two of their ideas. But,
essentially, these people were non-activists bumbling along at Qumran until
68AD, when the Romans done them in along with everyone else in the area.
And third, while no one says the scrolls and fragments mention Jesus and the
Christians by name, several people imply or say he is mentioned in them at
length as a one of Qumran's greatest and wisest leaders under various
special titles, such as Teacher of Righteousness, and that the group was the
core of the early church, and everything mixes nicely in with the New
Testament and the church being wiped out in Israel by the Romans in 68AD.
For the main part the presentations in this last version are loose, except for
one very exact statement. Without that statement one could probably just
reverse it and say the New Testament does not seem to be entirely nicely
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unmixed from Qumran and some of what is in the manuscripts, and leave it at
that. Even the mildest relationships between accommodating religious
movements across Israel would then explain how it was people such as Jesus
managed the practicalities of travelling around and collecting followers at the
drop of a proverb.

But there is the one troublesome note. In the Acts in the New Testament, with
the writ of the temple priests, Paul goes to smash the Christians at
Damascus, experiences Jesus directly, converts, and becomes virtually the
constructor of the Christian Church. There is a pace to the story, there is
nothing much saying he stopped here or there on the way, nothing explains
how come the temple priest's writ was so powerful so far away. It is said the
manuscripts and fragments identify Qumran as "Damascus", and Qumran
was only a stroll down the road.

Whether the last is true or not, one can finish here on the primary subject of
the scrolls and fragments and what is said about them. The above covers
most things and should serve as a note of the main issues for a while.

Where does the story lead to as far as modern times are concerned. Well, in
one direction probably not very far, perhaps clarification of a few presently
ambiguous Biblical passages, and a little on the condition of Israel around two
thousand years ago. One day what comes from that might be a slightly better
picture of history, some minor refinements in religious instruction, and a little
fine tuning of a few verses in various Bibles. In another direction it might go
further, the finds reportedly include well written poems and other material,
there might be several little somethings which eventually pass the test to be
entered into the artistic record.

But, in yet another direction, it could rumble on to fork either of two ways,
which both point to things very strange indeed. And in both cases it is
necessary to look again at Acts. This is in the broader scope of this piece by
the way, many writers on the scrolls and fragments do get embroiled in this
area because they cannot avoid it or cannot resist it, and to be forewarned is
to be forearmed.

Case White: If Qumran was not Damascus. Then there is nothing that shows
any certain link between the people at Qumran and those in the early
Christian Church. Does this mean nothing changes ?

Qumran draws attention to the period. In Acts 15, Paul comes back from
missionary work abroad to face the council of Apostles and Elders on the
issue of why he has told gentile converts they need not follow all the law. He
sets out his case and, after a poll of the council and the multitude outside,
James, believed to be the brother of Jesus, says what Paul had told the
gentiles is all right, what matters is only that they do not worship idols,
fornicate, eat the flesh of strangled animals, or consume blood, these parts of
the law must be obeyed. On what is probably the compromise Paul takes his
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legalised personal version of Christianity away from Israel and carries on
constructing his church.

The above meeting was about twenty five years before the 66AD rebellion,
and it is said the attempt to Christianise the Jews in Israel only failed because
the council and most of its supporters were destroyed by the Romans during
that rebellion. Well, what would Christianising the Jews have actually meant,
just how close to Christianising them did the council come, and did the
Romans destroy Jewish Christianity. The Biblical Jesus drew huge supporting
crowds and said they should not abandon Judaism, simply apply it in a more
positive way, the people agreed, did they go away and instantly forget
everything. Later, after the council's meeting with Paul, those involved went
out to address the multitude. Did those in this crowd also go away and
instantly forget everything. Clearly the message was well spread, and
presumably in various forms it later went out into the world with many
dispossessed Jews as a diffuse Christianism in the total culture. It would be
virtually impossible to determine that element now of course, Judaism and
Christianity having bounced around internally and against each other so much
through the centuries any evidence will have long been swamped. It would
never have been easy evidence to find anyway because it was not concrete, it
would have been there only as slight shifts in some attitudes to some parts of
life. And anything found might well have come from other sources because
much of what Jesus said was not entirely new. Further to this, from various
reports in Acts, Paul apparently wanted only part of the message, something
based upon half what Jesus had taught, a new way, Paulianity, much of the
new without much of the old. Now, there is enough in the scrolls and
fragments to say the people at Qumran would probably have been able to
recognise and come to some kind of accommodation with Jesus' kind of
Judaism, but to them Paul's version would surely have been pure heresy. It is
difficult to see how they or any other Jewish religious group could have got
along with the early church after that meeting. We have here all the
ingredients for a major explosion. The outcome of the decision
taken should have been a blazing row through the entire
country, within and between both the new Christian and the
traditional Jewish circles. It is also the point where in
effect the church washes its hands in public and says these
are the articles of faith, pick whichever ones you fancy and
dump the rest. Something that would normally crack wide open
any organisation which tried it. So, why did it barely float
down through history. Had the early church in Israel perhaps
already become so trivial no one was bothered, if so it was
not the Romans who broke it. Had it become so secretive no one
else knew, what of the multitudes. Had it become so important
it was already a granted authority which could do what it
liked, James was reportedly able to use the temple's inner
sanctum as much a he wanted at that time. To a great extent it
all hangs upon precisely how large and loyal were the
multitudes. And those two factors are perhaps best judged by
noting the sheer weight of anti-Christian propaganda a couple
of substantial Jewish sects developed and deployed around that
time. Their leaders must have spent hours arguing over the
Christians and their message to do that. Is it credible they
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and the Romans took the entire Christian message out of
Judaism.

Case Black: If Qumran was Damascus. Then here we are given a mountain
of religious and political activism. The wandering rabbi, Jesus, becomes one
of many resistance workers criss-crossing the country, linking the cells. The
secret agent is caught and dies trusting in the revolution to come. And
abroad. Paul amongst strangers abandons what is not meaningful to him and
them and develops what is new. His target is the heart of the empire. Control
assists as best it can. The revolution begins and fails. Control and Paul are
turned off. Paul's near-private gentile network outside Israel is about all of the
system that survives, badly damaged but not dead. It recovers and actually
ends up with gentile leaders, and the empire. And by then those leaders have
no time to even look at some wild idea they might have inherited a resistance
movement that once had a secret plan, which astonishingly had sort of
worked. They have a whole raft of collapsing empire issues to deal with. But
again the seeds had been scattered through Israel, trust in the eternal, trust in
the law, trust in yourselves, trust in the future, some of all of that must have
taken hold amongst Israel's multitudes and gone out into the world with them.
But, except for the last, this thrilling plot all falls down on the point that public
speakers have an interest in saying something new, whereas secret agents
have an interest in saying whatever blends seamlessly into what is already
being said. If the original church was at Qumran then the great war scroll was
something that came in from outside, else, by 66AD the church in Israel had
abandoned the last of its articles of faith and had gone even further from the
message than  Paul.

And all shades in between. With these schemes we have the second
thing the story of the scrolls and fragments teaches us. That
with so much it is inevitable at least something must mesh
with any given set of values and become part of their owner's
dogma.

But nothing is firm. Everything is as insecure as if it had come entirely from a
dream. No one has yet established that the Qumran group caused anything
outside it except a modern fuss. No one has shown that the Christian Church
caused anything inside Qumran except some recent confusion. No one has
yet proven any significant error in the declared generation of Christianity. No
one has demonstrated that Judaism has not grown true from its roots. The
defences are to deliberately memorise two or three versions,
follow the money, and look elsewhere in the empire so as to
broaden the view. Also of course to remember that dogma rests
on what is overlooked, forgotten or unknown, be it truth,
falsehood, or coincidence.

With the versions it is important to look down on them and not up at them.
Play the war game of empire as a Caesar, fractured by a thousand demands,
Israel can have one day, there is no time to give it more. In the morning, what
are these people up to, the reports of the governors and spies. In the
afternoon, will they ever be a useful element in the empire, the assessments
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from the heads of departments. In the evening, to the military, show them the
meaning of power. Next demand.

The money, follow it from Caesar all the way down into the villages and back
up again into the towns and into the groups, follow it through places all over
the empire and into their hands. Where does it go, what is it used for, who
knows. Eventually the bulk must return to Caesar in fines, taxes, fees and
bribes. From whom did it come, from where did they get it, who knows ?

And what of those places elsewhere in the empire. It is so easy to become
involved with these groups, we rapidly come to hate Romans, Herods and
High Priests, we wish the rebels well, no matter who they were nor what they
sought. But that is all about face. Step down and wander about in Europe two
thousand years ago. The Romans arrive, a golden age begins; sensible work,
efficient tools, comfortable clothes, make up, hair styles, fine foods, fine
wines, great art, clean water, hot baths, toilets, under-floor heating, and, to
cap it all, debaucheries down at the old grotto practically every night.
Fantastic, life has never been so good. James's prohibitions, the Europeans
have never heard such ravings, and they are on everything that has made the
Europeans happiest since the dawn of time. A message from Rome. We
regret, your son has been killed in action on the eastern front fighting the
rebels. Long live the empire. And the Europeans say there is plenty of space
in which to live and breath under the empire, what is the matter with those
people, is every last one of them mad, they will never create anything better.
There was much that was wrong under the empire. But many a European
family weeps when the Romans fade away. What followed totted up to about
a thousand years of chaos, murder and corruption. Evils which had been far
off came into their hovels to a degree and scale most of them had never
experienced before.

And the third thing the story of the scrolls and fragments
teaches us is that it is so easy to become a sure and certain
adherent of someone else's past desires and completely
overlook all else. In this case that about two thousand years
ago the tribal interests of most Europeans were best served by
co-operation with the extremely powerful Rome. Also that if
the rebels had come anywhere near doing any real damage the
blast from the empire would not just have blown Israel into
fragments, it would have stripped the country to its bedrock.
And, supplemental to those two points, it is crystal clear no
one has a clue as to whether anyone would have become any
better off if the rebels had been victorious at that time. Two
hundred and fifty years or so later, perhaps, who can say, if
we supposed any change in history we must also suppose all
other historical nodes fall simultaneously into play, giving
us all countless might have beens.

Note 1 : The international team used sticky tape to hold manuscript fragments
together. The tape has fallen off and left a destructive residue. It is quite
Biblical that the word suffered least when left alone, only a
little when in the hands of the people, and most when in the
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hands of the experts. For several years technicians have been trying to
set the word back to what it was when it was written.

Note 2 : Some publications have suggested there was a Catholic plot to
sanitise the international team's output. In regard to defence, we have here
claims it is obvious no one can disprove. In regard to prosecution, no one has
pointed toward anything in particular as ever having being spirited away,
tampered with, or falsified. However, it is suspected that persons unknown
visited Qumran from time to time when the team was not there, to assist what
was apparently not wanted into the black market. Given the number of locals
and collectors familiar with the site and what was going on there it should
come with no great surprise to anyone except the most innocent if one day
that is proved true.

Albert Dean

Albert : A few very brief comments ! Firstly, I think you’ve done well to summarise a complex
subject in this way. Though you’ve highlighted your own specific ideas, your own views are
bound to influence the telling of the story as a whole.

I think you are wrong to rule out books on the scrolls written prior to 1991 - an understanding
of these is essential for a balanced view, as it is to this background that certain recent radical
writers are reacting. I also think the view of the “international team”, headed by Roland de
Vaux OP, that you present is unduly negative. While not primarily an archaeologist, de Vaux
seems to have been competent enough and did (eventually) write up the dig in a professional
manner. He was primarily a scholar specialising in ancient Israel (as witnessed by a couple of
thumping great tomes on my shelves - they are still standard text-books).

I think you underestimate the passion and idealism that can be generated by a small sect that
sees itself as God’s elect.

One snide remark - a blitzkrieg lasting 50 years is oxymoronic !

I’m not convinced by this Damascus lark. Paul’s experiences on the way to Damascus where
pivotal, and he includes a fair amount of detail about Damascus itself in his various accounts
of the incident (in Acts 9, Acts 22, Acts 26 & 2 Corinthians 11:32-33), referring to its
synagogues, how it was a city garrisoned by the governor of Syria & including the famous
basket incident. Making this out to be Qumran is extremely forced, though if you want to make
out that Paul was some sort of secret agent, you can presumably read what you like into what
he wrote. What you get out of it would be completely random, of course.

When you say Paul only wanted part of the message, you seem to ignore the fact that Paul
also had extra bits. He claimed that no-one taught him his Gospel, but that he had it by
revelation, and that it included various “mysteries” (sacred secrets) - see Galatians 1:12 &
Ephesians 3:3.

Getting back to Damascus, you must not forget that there was a similar speculative rumpus in
1910 following the publication by Schechter of the “Damascus Document” discovered in the
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Cairo Geniza in 1897 (and fragments of which were also later discovered in the Dead Sea
caves). This document has many similarities to the Habakkuk Commentary & the Manual of
Discipline, both “Dead Sea Scrolls”, and mentions the Teacher of Righteousness.

Well, this is all specialised stuff ! I’m suspicious of any radical re-interpretations of early
Christianity, in that they are highly speculative, give undue weight to a few texts that are
extremely obscure and ignore all the normal evidence used to build up the standard picture.

Maybe someone would like to launch into the philosophy of historiography ? C. Behan
McCullagh’s Justifying Historical Descriptions (CUP, 1984, ISBN 0-521-31830-0) is a good
place to start.

Theo


